Abstract. A robust optimal-order multigrid method for the pure traction problem in two-dimensional linear elasticity is studied. The finite element discretization is a variant of a mixed method proposed by Falk where the displacement is approximated by nonconforming piecewise linear functions and the "pressure" is approximated by piecewise constant functions on a coarser grid. Full multigrid convergence is obtained. The performance of this multigrid algorithm does not deteriorate as the material becomes nearly incompressible.
INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a bounded convex polygonal domain in R2 . The pure traction boundary value problem for planar linear elasticity is given by -dw{2pei(u) + nr(i(u))S}=f in«,
(1.1) (2pi(u) + ltr(^(u))ô)v = g onöQ, where u is the displacement, f is the body force, g is the boundary tracf*J /v tion, p > 0, X > 0 are the Lamé constants, and u is the unit outer normal. Throughout this paper, an undertilde is used to denote vector-valued functions, operators and their associated spaces. Double undertildes are used for matrixvalued functions and operators. We define gradp=(dp/dXx) divt = (drn/dxi+dxi2/dx2\ g™ \dp/dx2J, ~« \dx2i/dxi +dx22/dx2) ' div v = dvi/dxi + dv2/dx2 , rot v = -dvi/dx2 + dv2/dxi, We assume that the Lamé constants (p, X) belong to the range [pi, p2] x [Ai, oo), where pi, p2 , Xi are three fixed positive constants.
We shall denote by Hk(Q) the standard L2 Sobolev spaces of vector-valued functions, and we use the following conventions for Sobolev norms and seminorms:
(1.2) We also use the notation L2 for H° . We assume that the origin of our coordinate system is chosen to be the centroid of fl, so that RM has the following orthonormal basis:
(i-6) *.-íí¿w(¿). £2=ji27i7ä(i)' ^3=¿(_í;)' loi1/2 where oe = Jfaix2 + x2)dx.
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Let the operators 7^ and T^ be defined by (1.7) n(v)=v-^larotvdx)Z and (1.8) Tt(vJ=v-^v.tdx)lz.
Then clearly for k > 1,
(1.9) n-.Hk(n)^Hk(a) and # : #*(0) -» #*(«), (7^2) = » Vve//*(Q) and rI(rALt;) = ti VXe#*(Q), (1. 10) (1- 11) e(s)=«(7x(g)) Vj)£ff*p, and (1.12) div(£) = div(r^(E)) Vt¿e/f*(0).
There exist positive constants Ci and C2 such that ( k > 1 ) (1.13) Ci||rí(S)||stw<||t>||At(0)<C2||7Í(¡.)||At(o) Vt>e#*(ß).
By Friedrichs' inequality (cf. [9, Theorem 1.1.5]), (1.13) also holds for | • | H <(n) ( 1 < £ < k ) norms:
(1.14) c1|ri(t;)|Ä,(n)<|£|5i(ii)<c2|ri(i!i)|5,(n) vveH^Q).
-k Using these operators, one can translate results for the H (fí)-space to the Hk (fi)-space and vice versa.
Since the boundary of a polygon has corners, the boundary conditions in (1.1) must be carefully interpreted. We shall denote by S,¡, 1 < i < n, the vertices of Í2 ; by T,, I < i < n , the open line segments joining S¡ to S¡+\ ; by x the positively oriented unit tangent along T, ; and by u the unit outer normal along T,■. Henceforth, Sn+i and T"+i should be interpreted as S¡ and Ti, respectively.
Let p £ Hx/2(Ti) and q £ Hxl2(Yi+i). We say that p = q at SM if J0 \q(s) -p(-s)\2 y < oc, where s is the oriented arc length measured from Si+\, and S is a positive number less than min{|r,| : 1 </<«}. Equation (1.1) can be written more precisely as -div{2/i£(«) + Atr(e(«))|}=/ infí,
where / e L2(Q), and g £ Hl/2(r¡) satisfy
atS,+i for l < i < n. Since V is nonconforming, any differentiation of members of F must be done piecewise. We define the operators div*. , rot^ , and grad¿ as follows:
(div^)|r = div ("Ir) .
(TOtkv)\T = ™t (v\T) , Igrad^üj =grad (v\TJ , for all T £3k. We also denote by Ff the subspaces of F whose members satisfy (1.25) lv-wdx = 0 ViueRM.
The following discretization of (1.22) is a modification of one introduced by Falk in [6] .
Find (uk,pk)£ V^x Qk_i (k>\) such that ( 
In this paper we will develop an optimal-order multigrid method for solving (1.26). Let nk be the dimension of V k x Qk_x . Our full multigrid algorithm will yield an approximate solution (u.,pk) to (1.26) in rf (nk) steps such that llíífc -2&ll¿'(ii) + hk (\\uk -M*||* + \\Pk -PkWma)) (1.32) f n } <CA||||/|b(û) + £l«ll*wer,>j-Since the constant C in (1.32) does not depend on the Lamé constants, the performance of our multigrid method will not deteriorate as the material becomes nearly incompressible. As documented in [11] , for nearly incompressible linear elasticity problems, the standard multigrid method using conforming bilinear finite elements requires an extremely large number of smoothing steps in order to achieve convergence. Our algorithm converges with a small number of smoothing steps, independent of the Poisson ratio.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We establish the discretization error estimate (1.31) in §2. Since the finite element space F is nonconforming, appropriate intergrid transfer operators must be chosen. This is done in §3, where the mesh-dependent norms are also defined. The estimates for the intergrid transfer operators established in this section are crucial to the convergence analysis of the multigrid method. In §4 we define the multigrid algorithm. The convergence results are stated in §5. The details of the proofs are found in the supplement to this paper. Results of some numerical experiments are reported in §6.
The mixed method
The first ingredient in establishing directly the unique solvability of (1.22) is the following well-known Korn's second inequality (cf. [10] Let C € 772(Q) be the solution of (2.5) AÇ = q inD, Ç = 0 ondD. Using the definition of s, (2.9), and (2.10), we have
Combining (2.9) and (2.11), we obtain (2.8) in the special case where ft = y div v .
We now turn to the general case. Given ( v , ft ) £ H \ x L2(Çl), by Lemma 2.1 there exists w £ Hx, such that~ ± (2.12) div «; = -ft -div « and ||w||tfi(n)<C ft -div t;
Then y div ( v + w ) = ft . From the special case, we know that
Therefore, by (2.13), the bilinearity of 38 and (1.23), we have (2.14) 1^1^1(11) +lift Hl2(0)< [|£!+w;|ffi(£i) + ||ft||i2(n) <s + C\w\jjl{Q).
On the other hand, by the definition of 3 § ,
Combining (2.12) and (2.15), we see that
The proposition now follows from (2.14) and (2.16). D
The following corollary is a consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Friedrichs' inequality.
Corollary 2.3. Given any bounded linear functional F on Hx^x L2(Q.), there is a unique ( v , ft) e H x x L2(Cl) such that
In particular, equation (1.22) is uniquely solvable.
Similarly, there are two ingredients in establishing the unique solvability of the discretized equation (1.26), namely a discrete Korn's second inequality and an analog of Lemma 2.1.
We begin with the discrete Korn's second inequality. Let V -{v £ V, :
Sa~dx-0 and /^rot^t; dx = 0}. Analogous to (1.7) and (1.8), define
Tf.V^VkandT^Vk^Vfhy
Since e * ( ^ )=e(^3)=0,we have
By the discrete Friedrichs' inequality (cf. [14] ) for V , there exist positive constants Ci and C2 such that
The proof of the following discrete Korn's second inequality can be found in [6] . The following interpolation error estimate also holds (cf. [5] ):
Let n¿-be defined by (2.27) nkL(<p):=nk(<b)-J2( I Uk(<f>)-V dx) y . V0e#^.
It follows that n¿-maps Hl into F k . Moreover, we still have
Also, a standard interpolation error estimate (cf. [4, Theorem 3.1.6]) shows that (2.31) \\¥-Pk-i¥\\ma)<Chk\y\HHa) Vy/£Hx(Sl).
The following lemma is the discrete analog of Lemma 2.1. In particular, the discretized equation (1.26) is uniquely solvable.
We can now establish the discretization error estimate. 
INTERGRID TRANSFER OPERATORS AND MESH-DEPENDENT NORMS
In this section we define the intergrid transfer operators and the meshdependent norms. The estimates involving the intergrid transfer operators will play an important role in the convergence analysis of the multigrid method.
The coarse-to-fine operator Ikx : V k x. Qk-2 -► V k x ß/t-i is defined by (3-1) Ik_x(v,q) = (Pkv,q), where P : L2(Sl) -> V is the L2 orthogonal projection operator. Note that P , u can be explicitly defined by In order to define the fine-to-coarse operator Ik~x, we introduce the following mesh-dependent inner product: (3.3) ((«,,ft), (22.ft))t :=(»!. v2)L2(a)+h2kiq\,q2)L2{a).
Then Ik~x : V x Qk_i -► Zk-i x Qk-2 is defined by (iü) ¡Li-V^xQ^^ V^xQk_x.
(iv) /*->: KfxÖH-^^_j xQfc_2.
/Voo/. Property (i) is trivial. Property (ii) follows from (3.3), (iii) follows from (3.1), (i) and (ii), and (iv) follows from (3.1), (3.4), (i) and (ii). G
Remark. The fact that the constraints on V j-can be enforced by the meshk J dependent inner product as described in Lemma 3.1 (ii) is another reason why V k is preferable to V . As a consequence, these constraints are preserved by the intergrid transfer operators l£_x and Ik~x (Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and (iv)).
We will take advantage of this in the construction of the multigrid algorithm in §4. Proof. Let (^.fc-i) -Pt~l(£k,tk) = U , r) € F£_, x Qk_2. Recall that by (3.8), Kj , t)|g>Jk_, = ||g ||2¿2(n) + h2k_x\\x\\2L2{SÎ). We will estimate II'/IIl2^) and ^/t-illTllz.2(n) by two duality arguments.
Since n £ L2 (SI), the boundary value problem -div¡2pe(<j)) + Atr(e((l>))o) =2pn inSl, ut by (3.18), (3.11) , the definition of (n ,x), (3.13), (3.14), (3.19), (3.17), and (2.30), we have ,_!((£ ,£,_,), (2',0')) (3.26) 7"« ' = ya(2 -£,2) 'Vldx V (</, q') e Fx_, x e*_2.
Therefore, using (3.1), (3.11), and Lemma 3. On the other hand, Proposition 2.7 implies that (3.34) l^fe-ilIt-i + Hft-iIlLiiO) <C||u;||L2{a) and (3.35) ll2,llfc + HftllL2(n)<C||u;||L2(n).
Therefore, we have (3.36) hk ||0, -qk-i\\L2(Q) < Chk ||tü||L2(n).
The estimate (3.29) now follows from (3.33) and (3.36). G
The multigrid algorithm
We first describe the /cth-level iteration scheme. The full multigrid algorithm consists of a nested iteration of these schemes. , is represented by a diagonal matrix, and Bk is represented by a sparse banded matrix. In view of Lemma 3.2, the result of the smoothing step (y , zm) belongs to V^xQk_x automatically. Furthermore, the result of the correction step also belongs to V k x Qk_¡ by Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (iv). Therefore, in the actual implementation of the multigrid method we use only the natural coordinate system of V x Q,_t for k > 1. We only have to handle the constraints of the V k spaces at the coarsest level, namely when k = l.
The full multigrid algorithm.
In the case k = 1, the approximate solution ( u *, p¡) of ( 1.26) is obtained by a direct method. The approximate solutions iu*k,p*k) ( k > 2 ) of ( 1.26) are obtained recursively from iukQ,Pko) = Ikk-iiul_x,P*k_x), (uk,pk) = MG(k, (uk_x, pk_x), (fk,0)), 1 < / < r, (ul,pl) = (uk,pk),
where / G V f satisfies
for all v £ Vk, and r is a positive integer independent of k and (p, X).
Since Ik_x, Ik~x, and Bk are represented by sparse, banded matrices with (f(nk) nonzero entries, the total work of the full multigrid algorithm is therefore <f(nk). The proof is the same as the one in [1].
Convergence analysis
We follow the methodology of [1] . The details are given in the supplement to this paper. The first step is to discuss the convergence of the two-grid algorithm where the residual equation is solved exactly on the coarser grid. The final output of the two-grid algorithm for (4.1) is therefore ( yi, z') := ( y , zm) + Ik_i(vK 011), where
The following is the result for the two-grid algorithm.
Theorem (convergence of the two-grid algorithm). There exists a positive constant C such that for k > 1 l{y-yi,z-2*)h,k<Cm-ll2Hy-yQ,z-z0)l>,k, where (y , z) solves (4.1), (y , z0) is the initial guess, and (y", z8) is the output of the two-grid algorithm. Therefore, for m sufficiently large, the twogrid algorithm is a contraction with contraction number bounded away from one, independent of k.
The convergence theorem for the /cth-level iteration follows.
Theorem (convergence of the &th-level iteration). There exists a positive constant C such that when the kth-level iteration is applied to (4.1), we have ¡(y , z) -MG(k, (yQ,z0),(w, r))||0,, < Cm~x'2 |(y -yQ, z-z0)|0,t, provided that m is chosen to be large enough. Therefore, for m sufficiently large, the kth-level iteration is a contraction with contraction number bounded away from one, independent of k .
A perturbation argument then gives full multigrid convergence.
Theorem (full multigrid convergence). If m is chosen large enough so that the kth-level iteration is a contraction with respect to ||| • |0), and the parameter r in the full multigrid algorithm is also chosen large enough, then 112, -Hihna) + hk (\\uk -u*k\\k + \\Pk -Pi Wlho.)) <CA2|||/||¿2(n) + £||gJ|^2(rA.
Here, (u*k,Pk) is the approximate solution of (1.26) obtained from the full multigrid algorithm.
A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
The full multigrid algorithm described in §4 was applied to the pure traction boundary value problem (1.15) with p = 1/2. The domain SI is the unit square, the vertices are Si = (0,0), S2 -(1, 0), S3 = (1, 1) and S4 = (0, 1), and % consists of ASiS2S4 and AS&S4. The body force / = (/1, f2)' is given by In the following table, v = X/2(\ + X) is the Poisson ratio, h represents the lengths of the horizontal and vertical sides of the triangles in the triangulation, r is the number of nested iterations in the full multigrid algorithm, and the numbers in the third, fifth, and seventh (respectively fourth, sixth, and eighth) columns represent the number m of smoothing steps required to achieve an L2 relative error of less that 5% (respectively 3% ) in the displacement. It is observed that this algorithm fails to converge for this problem for m < 4. 
